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Bangkok, the beautiful capital city of Thailand, is a wonderful place to be. If you have not been to
the place, there are absolutely so many things to do in Bangkok. Planning your trip ahead is
important especially if you are not going to stay for long. Here are a few ideas on how to make your
very short stay in Bangkok worth your time.

For your transportation in Bangkok, if you indeed want an exciting way to have a vacation, take a
bicycle to tour around the area. Although you may be a bit unaware of the traffic rules, and other
vehicles may get to you, there is no other fun way to navigate around the city. You have this option
or you make ride a taxi. Thailand is home to many spas and they are known for that reason. After
walking around or riding with your bike all day long, you can visit the spa to where you can
experience comfort and relaxation. Having a Thai spa is very relaxing and can even revitalize your
body and mind.

Subsequently, you wouldnâ€™t want to miss the original Thai cuisine. You may have tasted it in fancy
Thai restaurants but there is nothing better than to taste it from the place of origin. Locals will
prepare your favorite Thai cuisines and savor the true taste of Thai dishes. Tasting different Thai
dishes should be part of your list in things to do in Bangkok.

Other than the western countries, can you site a country that are popular for their cinemas? Think
again. Thailand provides modern and high quality cinema houses for the tourists. Several major five
star hotels located in Bangkok possess cinemas which are modern and of high quality. The country
is rich with cultural awakening mediums such as theatre productions which bring about Thai history,
culture and tradition.

Do not also miss out on visiting the Grand Palace. It is the main and one of the greatest things to do
in Bangkok wherein skipping it would mean not visiting the Emerald Buddha and royal palace. It tells
of old stories about how Thailand evolves into a wonderful place as it is today.

There are many other things to do and explore. Of course, you can create your own new adventure
in Bangkok. There are various other activities like experiencing their night life, taking yourself to the
floating markets, and many others. You will discover that Bangkok is a place that you would most
likely return to.
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